
This report looks at the following areas:

Previous experience and personal recommendations can inspire consumers
when choosing a destination, which displays the importance of word of mouth
and meeting the needs of vacationers. Furthermore, brands in the category
face challenges such as meeting consumers’ budgets, projecting a safe and
child-friendly environment and increased competition due to the sharing
economy. Unique experiences, a wide range of outdoor activities and
adventures and opportunities to learn about the local culture and history will
likely improve the attractiveness of a destination to families.

•• Family vacations can present challenges to those with young children
•• Men and women prefer different activities
•• Attracting younger cohorts will take more effort
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"Canadians are inclined
towards leisure travel, with the
majority having taken an
overnight leisure trip in the
past two years. In this same
period, a quarter of
consumers had gone on a
leisure trip with their children
under the age of 18 and most
went with their spouse/
common-law partner."
– Andrew Zmijak, Research
Analyst
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• What you need to know
• Definitions

• The issues
• Family vacations can present challenges to those with

young children
Figure 1: Attitudes (select) towards travel (% agree), parents
that travelled with children aged five or younger vs overall,
December 2018

• Men and women prefer different activities
Figure 2: Types of vacations and activities, by gender,
December 2018

• Attracting younger cohorts will take more effort
Figure 3: Travel inspiration, 18-44s vs over-45s, December
2018

• The opportunities
• Opportunity to attract couples is strong

Figure 4: Vacation companions, December 2018
• Parents are significantly more inclined to visit theme/water

park
Figure 5: Types of vacations and activities, parents vs non-
parents, December 2018

• Family vacations bring families together
Figure 6: Bonding-related attitudes towards family vacations,
December 2018

• What it means

• A growing population and diversity will boost travel
• Gasoline prices could affect vacation plans
• Improved perceptions of financial health positive for travel

spending

• A rising Canadian population likely to impact travel
• A rise in gasoline prices could dampen vacation plans

Figure 7: Average retail prices for regular gasoline in
Canada, 2016-19

• Improved perceptions of financial health positive for the
category
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• Air Canada’s deals of the week
• Cyber week sales and free flights for kids
• Visit Orlando’s discounts and occasional promotions
• Group travel done differently
• Travel costs can limit frequency
• Sharing economy likely to expand

• Air Canada’s deals of the week
Figure 8: Air Canada, acquisition email, August 2018
Figure 9: Air Canada, acquisition email, July 2018

• Cyber week sales and free flights for kids
Figure 10: Air Canada Vacations, acquisition email, July 2018
Figure 11: Air Canada Vacations, acquisition email, July 2018

• Visit Orlando’s discounts and occasional promotions
Figure 12: Visit Orlando, acquisition email, June 2018
Figure 13: Visit Orlando, informational email, November 2018

• Royal Caribbean targets families
Figure 14: Royal Caribbean, informational email, November
2018

• Group travel done differently
• Social media and apps are refining the travel experience

• Regional conflicts and terrorism may affect travel plans
• Travel costs can limit frequency

• Sharing economy likely to expand

• Most have taken a leisure trip with their spouse/partner
• The majority visited family/friends
• Previous experience is a key inspiring factor
• Most consumers want quality time together on vacation
• Family vacations are a bonding experience

• Over three quarters of consumers have taken a leisure trip
Figure 15: Leisure trip occurrence, December 2018

• Most have gone on a leisure trip with their spouse/partner
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MARKETING AND ADVERTISING
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Figure 16: Vacation companions, December 2018
• Travel with kids and/or spouse occurs more often than other

family-related trips
Figure 17: Frequency of travel, by travel companion,
December 2018

• Travelling with young kids can be challenging, but
rewarding
Figure 18: Attitudes (select) towards travel (% agree), parents
that travelled with children aged five or younger vs overall,
December 2018

• Visiting friends/family, beaches and large cities among
popular activities
Figure 19: Aruba All-Inclusive: Family Itinerary, March 2018
Figure 20: Types of vacation activities, December 2018

• Men and women inclined to different activities
Figure 21: Types of vacation activities, by gender, December
2018
Figure 22: Types of vacations and activities, 18-44s vs
over-45s, December 2018

• Parents do more, especially visiting theme/water parks
Figure 23: Types of vacations and activities, parents vs non-
parents, December 2018

• Regionality makes a difference
Figure 24: Types of vacations and activities (select), by
region, December 2018

• Previous experience at a destination is a key inspiration
Figure 25: Travel inspiration, December 2018

• Older groups more affected by previous experience
Figure 26: Travel inspiration, 18-44s vs over-45s, December
2018
Figure 27: Travel inspiration, parents vs non-parents,
December 2018

• Higher income travellers are more inspired
Figure 28: Travel inspiration, by household income, December
2018

• The majority just want to spend quality time together on
vacation
Figure 29: Important family vacation factors, December 2018

• Different marketing strategy needed for Quebec

TYPES OF VACATIONS AND ACTIVITIES

TRAVEL INSPIRATION AND FACTORS
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Figure 30: Important family vacation factors, Quebec vs
overall, December 2018

• Family vacations are a bonding experience
Figure 31: Bonding-related attitudes towards family vacations,
December 2018

• Tech aids during family travels
Figure 32: Tech-related attitudes towards family vacations,
December 2018

• Most believe that family vacations are a good time to de-
stress
Figure 33: Stress-related attitudes towards family vacations,
December 2018

• Price impacts frequency of trips for most
Figure 34: Select attitudes towards family vacations,
December 2018

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Consumer qualitative research
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations

ATTITUDES TOWARD FAMILY VACATIONS

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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